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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the development of a multi-channel control scheme to enhance the 
perfo~mance of a superconducting generatins (SCG) unit operated in a multi-machine power 
system. The proposed control scheme is designed and impleniented in the governor control loop of 
the SCG to overcome problems resulting fsom the low inherent damping nature of the SCG, 
which has structure different from those of the con\,entional synchronous machines. The design of 
the controller is based on developing an equivalent model of the SCG, which includes the effects 
of interactions with other generators. This simplifies the design procedures and produce control 
structure that use control signals measured from local generators only. The effectiveness of the 
controller is demonstrated by a detailed digital computer sirnulation of a multi-machine power 
system. The system consists of a 12-bus, 4-generators one of them is a 2000 MW SCG. The 
perfo~mance of the proposed controller is obtained and assessed in comparison with others, 
obtained using controllers designed by conventional techniques. It has been clearly denionstrated 
that the new controller improves the performance of the SCG, on which the controller is installed, 
as well as of all other generators in the network. 
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The electric power grid is complex in nature with 
many operational levels made up of a wide range of 
energy sources with many interaction points 
(operators, power consumers and producers, and 
several layers including power plants, control 
centers, transmission and distribution networks)[l]. 
Due to the increasing size and complexity of these 
power systems, they often operate with a lower 
stability margin [Z]. This renders a poor performance 
of the generators when the system is subjected to a 
disturbance. In addition to the continous growing 
demand of electric power and in the network size, 
there has been a (rend to up grade the rating of 
generators. However, the physical limitation on 
convent~onal generator design may not satisfy these 

requirements. Subsequently, SCG are expected to be 
a good alternative to replace conventional generalors 
in the future. The new machine has several 
advantages over conventional generators, including 
higher efficiency, lower synchronous reactance, 
reduced size and weight and the future possibility of 
generating at tsansmission voltages [3]. The new 
machine is also expected to exceed the rating limits 
of coiiventional machines design [4]. At present, unit 
ratings of 300 to 1000 MVA are considered to be a 
practical size as a first unit to be synchronized into 
power systems[5,6]. 
The superconducting machine is characterized by its 
low p.u. reactance which certainly improves stability 
limits. However, the new machine has a low inherent 
damping characteristics which makes the machine 
oscillate with very poor damping when subjected to 
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disturbances. Therefore, stability enhancement is 
becoming more important for reliable operation of 
electric power systems. 
Large interconnected power systims face 'the 
problem of poorly damped modes, in the range of 
0.02 to 2.5 Hz [7]. These..oscillations result when the 
rotors of machines oscillate with respect to each 
other using the transmission lines between them to 
exchange energy [XI. PSSs are used to, damp these 
low frequency oscillations for conventional 
synchronous generating units. However, 
Superconducting generators have a complex structure 
and require materials different from those normally 
used in conventional machines. The very long field 
winding time constant of that new machine makes 
the achievement of acceptable dynamic performance 
very difficult using excitation control. Therefore, it is 
n&essary to consider only the governor control loop. 

+-..v<, 
Various control s%kemes were developed to enhance 
the performance of that complex structure machine 
19-131. 
This paper presents the design and implementation of 
a multi-channel control scheme in the governor 
control loop of a SCG operating in a multi-machine 
enveronment. To achieve a higher level of accuracy 
in the predicted results ind draw a general conclusion 

from the results, detailed representation were made 
for all system components including generators. 
Moreover, the mac.hkes included are of different 
sizes and types with fast and slow acting excitation 
systems. The results obtained illustrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed controller in 
comparison with conventional controllers and phase 
advance network to enhance the overall system 
perfonnance under severe disturbances. 

2- STUDIED SYSTEM 

A four machine 12-bus power system without 
infinite bus is considered as shown in Fig. 1. This is a 
typical power system in which the generating units 
are connected to four load areas through transmission 
network. The transmission lines are represented using 
the n-method. A 590 MVA thermal unit is 
connected to bus I; a 1300 MVA nuclear unit is 
connected to bud;  a 2000 MVA superconducting 
unit is connected to bus 3 and a 615 MVA hydro- 
electric unit to bus 4. A load flow study for a full 
load state of the system is shown in Fig.1. Parameters 
of generators and transmission lines are given in the 
Appendix. 

P: = 0.2 P.U. 
Q> - O.OI  P.C. 

P I  - 0.115 P U  
Q, - 0.145 P V .  

V ,  = 1.01 10 P.U. Vj = 1.01 17.06' P.U. 
V ?  = 1.01 w P.U v*= 1.01 Lw P U .  

Fig. 1 Studied System 
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3- MULTI-MACHINE SYSTEM MODEL 

3-1 Generators 

For an accurate pridiction of the system 
performance and to assess the effects of system 
controllers, a detailed representation for all 
generators and their control systems was made. A 
seventh order nonlinear mathematical model based 
on Park's d-q axes representation [4], is used to 
represent each conventional machine. However, a 
nineh order nonlinear model is used to represent the 
SCG. This is due to that each of the rotor double 
screens is represented by one coil, of fixed 
parameters, on each axis [9,10]. 

3-2 Conventional Control Systems 
All conventional generators are equipped with 

exciters. AVRs and PSSs. The block diagram of the 
typical excitation system used is shown in Fig.2, and 
the appropriate parameters are given in the 
Appendix. To reduce the order of the system, it is 
assumed that the mechanical input to each 
conventional generator is fixed. However, due to the 
different consuuction of the superconducting 
generator and the extremely long field winding time 
constant, the govemor control loop is considered as 
the avilable control loop. A three-stage steam htrbine 
with reheat and a fast acting electro-hydraulic 
govemor are connected to that machine [4,10]. 
Turbine and govemor state space equations are given 
in the Appendix. The governor valves are actuated by 
a speed error signal through a feedback loop 
inco~porating a phase advance network. The 
incorporated phase advance network has the 
following transfer function [ 9 ] :  

where, Kphrd =0.1, TI=0.5 sec and T2=0 01 sec 
(T,/T2=50 were reconmended for best performance). 

v, 

I 

I - ST, 

Fig.2.Conventional machines excitation system 

4- MULTI-CHANNEL CONTROLLER 
4-1 Design Philosophy 

In this section, the control of the SCG is improved 
through replacing the phase advance network by a 
multi-channel controller. The multi-channel 
controller is a high order controller, whose time 
constants are chosen in order to damp out specific 
ranges of modes [14,15]. It consists of three 
frequency bands each of them contains hvo multi- 
stage control channels. Considering the general 
definition given in [I51 and the schenlat~c diagram 
shown in Fig.3, the controller can be defined as 
follows [l6]: 

where, K, is the controller overall gain. Subscripts 
LF, IF, hF stand for low, intermediate and high 
frequency, respectively. 

Fig.3 Schematic diagram of a multi-channel controller 
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Each stage in the control channels is tuned to damp a 
specific frequency band. For each frequency band: 

HJF (s) = HJFI(S) - HJFAS) , J = U h  (3) 

Previous extensive investigation revaled that for the 
SCG time constants ratio is 50 for each control 
channel. Also, only one stage for each frequency 
band channel was found enough. Therefore, each 
controller stage takes the form: 

where, i is 1 and 2 for each frequency band. 
J = L,I  andh 

The state-space model of the controller is then: 

where: P, Q, R depend on the time constants 
w is the controller input 
U, is the controller output 
K = [ KLY KIP K ~ F  I 

4-2 Equivalent Design Model 

It is difficult to design a controller based on the 
overall multimachine system model as it involves 
great numerical difficulties in the design procedures. 
Morever, this trend is not feasible for practical 

'ty: 
,, .implementation on a full-scalle power system, as it 

. '.&ads to a centralized control structure in which the 
controller for a particular generating unit depends not 

i. c;: nly on measurements of quantities on that unit, but 
on all other units in the system as well. One approach 
is to design controllers for each generating unit using 
a single machine infinite bus representation. This, 
however, does not take into consederation the 
dynamic interaction between various units, although 
it simplefies the design procedures. Alternatively, to 
facilitate the design procedure an equivalent model 
approach is developed in [17] to design controllers 
for conventional generators. The equivalent' model 
for each generator includes the effects of 
interconnections with other generators in the power 
sysyem. A similar technique is used in this paper to 
develop an equivalent model of the SCG. The 
equivalent model is used to design the flexible 
controller and the design procedures are described 
subsequently. 
Assuming that the SCG is connected to the i& node, 
the network voltage components in the common DQ 

i axes, voQ, at this node is related to the voltage 

components at the d-q axes of the SCG as 

The equivalent model approach is based on the fact 
that voltage variations at distant nodes due to a small 
change of the SCG input can be neglected. 
Therefore, perturbing the network voltage equations 
in the common reference kame yields: 

A& = [Z: IA~L~ (8) 

- x: 
where 

z,' is the equivalent transmission impedances 
between node,i and all other nodes. The equivalent 
impedances Z: can be calculated as follows: 

Following the procedure in [17], the open loop 
equivalent model of the SCG (ith generator) may be 
written in compact form as: 

where, xi is a state vector 

U' is an input vector = [U, u,flT 
U, is the input from the controller output 

Umr is the reference input 

w ' is the generator speed output 
  he control problem is to determine a matrix K so 
that the output oscillations of the closed loop system 
will be damped out when a perturbation occurs. Then 
the closed loop state space equivalent model of the 
SCG may be written as: 

B KR 
A, = ] ; B r = [ : ]  and 

QC, 

c c  = [ce 01 . '  . (14) 
The opti&zation procedure is implemented using the 
MATLAB package, then values of the controller 
gains are obtained. The multi-channel controller ' . 
gains and time constants are given in the Appendix. 

5-SIMULATION RESULTS 

To implement this controller, a fairly detailed non- 
linear simulation has been built considering all non- 
linearities and constraints. Since there is no infinite 
bus bar in the multi-machine system the rotor angle 
and speed deviation for all machines are related to 
those of machine 1, which is taken as a reference 
unit. The effectiveness of the proposed multi-channel 
controller on the system performance is indicated 
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introducing it in the governor loop of the SCG and a 
detailed digital computer program is used to solve the 
multi-machine system shown in Fig.1. Simulation 
results for the system are obtained and studied when 
subjected to a variety of disturbances such as three 
phase short circuit at different locations and a step 
increase of the reference mechanical input of the 
SCG. 
The transient response curves of generators folIowing 
a 120 ms duration three-phase short circuit occurring 

at b u d  (location F,) are shown in Fig.4. From the 
figure it is clear that the multi-channel controller 
produces much better performance as the oscillations 
are damped out faster and the system variables reach 
their steady state levels quickly. Similar results are 
shown in Fig.5, for three phase short circuit with the 
same duration at bus 8 (location F2). 

A) Nuclear Unit (62)  

3) Superconducting Unit (63) 

C)  Hydro-electric Unit (64)  

Fig. 4- Transient response for threephase short circuit with 200111s duration at bus 5 
All conventional units with PSS - - - - SCG with phase advance - SCG with multi-channel controller 
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B- Superconducting Unit (63) 

C- Hydro-Electric Unit (64) 

Fig. 5- Transient response for three-phase short circuit with 200ms duration at bus 8 
All conventional units with PSS 

m - - - SCG with phase advance - SCG with multi-channel controller 

The system also, examined for 0.1 p.u. step increase multi-channel controller achieves, significant 
in the reference mechanical input of the SCO, thus improvements in the system behavior, a highly faster 
forces the system to a new operating point. Fig.6, damping of oscillations and all system variables 
shows the system response. It is illustrated that the quickly reaches their steady state levels. 
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A) nuclear Unit (62) 

4ngL 0'5 110 ' 1'5 ' a'0 ' Ls ' 3; 

T h e  (8ec.) 

B) Supercouducting Unit (63) 

. . 

. . 
1 5 5  4 0 4  

o n  0 5  10 15 2 0  25 3 0  

Tine (sn.) Tine W.) 

C) Hydro-electric Unit (64) 

Fig. 6- Transient response for 10% step increase in the reference 
mechanical input of the superconducting unit 

All conventional units with PSS - - - - SCG with phase advanc - SCG with multi-channel controller 

h.rT)NCI.lTSTT)NS controller is designed based on equivalent model - - . - - - - - - - . - 
approach. This technique takes into consideration the 

This paper presented procedures for the design dvnnmir interaction between different generating - 
a multi-channel controller for a superconducting ;;liT-and---faci&;tkS -the design procedure. Thk 
generator in a power 'ystem' The proposed controller was validated via detailed model 
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nonlinear simulation. ~imulation results for the 
system were obtained when superconducting unit 
equipped with the proposed controller in comparison 
with others for the superconducting with 
conventional phase advance network under various 
disturbances. 
The results demonstrate clearly that the proposed 
controller can improve the multi-machine power 
system performance as  it is capable of providing 
sufficient damping to system oscillations and 
variables fast retum to steady state levels. The results 
and techniques presented in the paper are important 
to power system engineers, forming a useful guide to 
improve power system performance. 
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APPENDIX 

* SCG parameters 
2000 MVA, 1700 MW, 3000 rpm, 
H = 3 KWSIKVA 
Xd=Xq=0.453 P.U. , Xr=0.541 p.u., 
XKDI = X ~ ~ i = 0 . 2 5 6 7 ~ , ~ .  , R.=0.003 P.U. 
XFKOZ = 0.3398 P.u., 
Xaf= X ~ I  =Xadi = X a e  =XKDI KDZ =0.237p.n. 
&,I = X ~ Z  = XKQI K92 = 0.237 p .~ . ,  
RKDL = RKQI = 0.01008 P.u., 
R ~ ~ Z = R ~ ~ ~ = 0 . 0 0 1 3 4  p.u 
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*Conventional machines parameters 

Steam Nuclear -TJ--L- 

* Excitation system parameters 

Hydro-electric 
Unit (G4) 

0.89Sp.u. 
0,646p.u. 
0.658p.u. 
0.406p.u. 
0.724p.u. 
0.668p.u. 
0.457p.u 
0.0014p.u. 
0.00026p.u 
0.012 p.u. 
0.02 p.u. 
5.15KWIKVA - 

rameters of transmission system 

*Parameters of multi-channel Controller 

TLll = 0.5 sec., T LIZ = 0.01 sec, 
TU, = 0.01 sec., T L22 = 0.475 sec, 
TI!, = 0.4 sec., T 112 = 0.008 sec , 
T 121 = 0.008 sec., T 122 = 0.38 sec , 
T h l l  = 0.2 sec, T ~ N Z  = 0.004 sec., 
T h21 = 0.004 sec, T h22 = 0.18 sec, 
KLF = 0.5 , K ~ = 0 . 2  , 
Kw=O. I  , KT= 1.0 
T,,=0.02 sec. 

* State space equations of turbine and governor 
for SCG. 

The model of the three-stage steam turbine with 
reheat and the electro-hydraulic governor considered 
in this study follows the E E E  standard 
representation and the special E E E  
recommendations for the turbine of the SCG. Their 

The electro-hydraulic governor equations are : 
PGM = (UGM G M ) ~ G M  (A-6) 
PGI = (UGI GI)&I (A-7) 

Where the position and rate limits are, 
0 5 GM, GI 5 1.0 

and -6.7 5 pGM. pGl 5 6 

* Parameters of Governor and Turbine for SCG 

THP = 0.1 sec., F,, = 0.26 p.u , 
Tp = 0.3 sec., FI.P = 0.42 p.u. 
T, = 0.3 sec., FL,? = 0.32 PA. 
TRH = 10 sec. , TGM = TO., = 0.1 sec.: 
Po = 1.2 p.u. 
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